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Lily is a brave, happy, and curious little girl. She 
loves to walk in the rich green forest and climb 
her favorite path up the most beautiful mountain. 
Her favorite sound is bird song. Lily loves these 
things so much that she goes on such adventures 
every day that she can.
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One day, as Lily was on her walk she noticed a 
small rock under which something bright shone 
from under it. As she turned over the rock she 
discovered a bunch of the most beautiful colorful 
balloons that she had ever seen. 
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Lily felt a magical feeling come over her. She 
picked up her new treasures and took them along 
with her, blowing them up as she walked along 
on her path. It was the loveliest day ever, the sun 
was shining so bright and the clouds looked like 
fluffy cotton candy. 
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From her mountaintop, Lily looked out over the 
world below and at the clouds above and thought 
what fun it would be to fly. Lily closed her eyes 
and made a wish that everyone in the world could 
be as happy as she was. 
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Suddenly, she felt her feet leave the ground. 
Surprised, Lily opened her eyes to discover that 
she was no longer holding a bunch of balloons 
but was instead standing in the basket of the 
most beautiful air balloon she had ever seen. 
She was flying! Lily knew she was going 
somewhere special!
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The balloon spoke to her:“Hullo there Lily! My 
name is Balloon Beatrix, and you are the chosen 
one for the important mission that we have ahead 
of us!”
“Please to meet you! What sort of mission do we 
have Balloon Beatrix?” Lily asked, “And where 
are we off to?” Lily adored adventure, especially 
when it involved helping others and setting things 
right.





“We have to return peace in Berlin.”
“Hi there Kitty Tabby, I am happy to see you’re 
with us,” Lily said as her best friend Kitty Tabby 
greeted Lily in the balloon basket. “What do you 
mean save Peace in Berlin?”
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“There is a dangerous zeppelin that is sending 
out a poisonous gas,” Balloon Beatrix explained. 
“The gas is making the people of Berlin forget 
how happy their lives have been. No- one knows 
to smile or smell flowers, everyone is sad, they 
don’t even look up at the sun.The Zeppelin has 
also taken the Goddess Eirene from her place on 
top of the gate and is holding her prisoner. Eirene 
is the Goddess of Peace and with her on top, the 
Gate unifies Germany. So, we must save Eirene, 
stop the foul zeppelin and give Peace back to 
Berlin.”
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“This sounds like an awfully big mission,” Lily 
said. “Are you sure we can do it?”
“With some help, I know we can,” said Balloon 
Beatrix. “And I have just the perfect friends to 
help us!”
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In no time Lily, Balloon Beatrix, and Kitty Tabby 
were at the Brandenburg Gate. Lily noticed on 
the top of the gate was a statue of an empty 
chariot driven by four horses.
“That is the quadriga, Eirene's chariot. But Eirene 
is not where she belongs. If she were, then the 
Zeppelin would not have been able to spread its 
awful poison.” Balloon Beatrix said.
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Lily noticed another balloon and two small 
airplanes. As one airplane buzzed past Lily saw 
that it was being driven by Bunny Ben and his 
cousin Pete. She noticed that Piggy Gemma 
and Piggy Vita were in the other balloon. In the 
second plane was being flown by someone whom 
Lily did not recognize but he was very furry. All of 
a sudden... 
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WHOOOOSH! A winged piggy flew past the 
balloon. Lilly and Kitty Tabby were astonished, 
after all, who knew that a pig could fly?
“It's the Superpig! We need her help more than 
ever!” Balloon Beatrix said. “It takes a superhero 
to save a Goddess!”
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Another balloon arrived carrying the heroic 
beaver twins Brunhilde and Baldhart. It was their 
brother Baldwin piloting the second airplane. Now 
that everyone was ready, they flew into action! 
And what a site it was!
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The heroic twins Beaver Brunhilde and Baldhart 
used their balloon to block the zeppelin from 
going any further than the Brandenburg gate. 
Bunnies Ben and Pete flew their plane to the 
zeppelin and attached a ladder to it. Bear Belle 
riding with Bunny Ben and Bunny Pete climbed 
the ladder. The Superpig flew Piggies Gemma and 
Vita to Baldwin's airplane. The Zeppelin couldn’t 
move. Superpig aided by Bear Belle Eirene and 
flew her to her chariot on top of the Brandenburg 
Gate.
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Everyone was in position. The Piggies, Lily and 
Kitty Tabby took a deep breath and began to 
sing:
“Twinkle, twinkle our special stars, our love for 
you is never far
Eirene, you are the lady of peace,
You are needed to unite us all,
If divided we all will fall,
So please return and shine peace for us all!”
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Suddenly Beaver Baldwin's plane started to 
shimmer and sparkle. Stars started to fall and 
land on the zeppelin which caused the zeppelin 
to grow so tiny it could fit in your pocket.
Berlin was saved! Berliners came out of their 
homes smiling at the sight of the sun, stars, and 
balloons.
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As a thank - you for saving Berlin and bringing 
their Peace back, Lily and all of her friends were 
treated to a performance of the Brandenburg 
Symphony Orchestra. They ate streusel and 
drank sweet fruchtsafts. As Balloon Beatrix, Lilly 
and Kitty Tabby headed home they listened to the 
orchestra play Mozarts Eine Kleine Nachtmusik. 
Lily felt peaceful and looked forward to her next 
mission!

Now, it’s your turn. Where will you take Lily and 
her friends on their next mission? What will you 
have them do to bring more love and joy to the 
world?
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